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Standard License Agreement (jan 2014) 
 
 
 
1. THE PARTIES 

 
This license agreement is established between : 
 
iWebDJ, Online Music Solutions, Montpellier, France (id : SIRET 51413113500014) 
 
And 
 
You 
 
 
 

2. INTRODUCTION 
 

This license agreement allows you to use the iWebDJ mixer on your website. 
 
Once paid, you will be able to download a package containing all files needed to 
install the iWebDJ mixer on your website with your music.  
 

 
 
3. FEATURES OF THE IWEBDJ DJ MIXER 

 
- instant online mixing at any time, on any computer without any installation. 

 
- provides all tools needed to have fun creating mixes online (beatsync, scratch, 

loops, effects, bpm control with keylock, crossfader, eq…) 
 
- able to record and live-broadcast users’ mixes. The mixes could be then 

shared on social networks and ranked for an online DJ contest.  
 

- compatible on the PC and Mac platforms 
 

… 
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4. DESCRIPTION OF THE PACKAGE  
 

The package contains all needed files and source to install the iWebDJ mixer on 
your website, more precisely it contains : 
  
- the mixer user interface (with all Flash / AS3 source) 

 
- the music browser (with all HTML5, CSS, Javascript source) 

 
- the server side script for recording / broadcasting mixes (with all PHP source) 

 
- the iwebdj music analyzer tool to add your music 

 
- all technical instructions (which are also accessible on the iWebDJ website) 
 
 
 

5. CUSTOMIZATION OF THE MIXER 
 
The iWebDJ mixer package contains source code, and you are free to modify this 
code as much as you want ! 
 
This will allow you, all by yourself, to customize, rebrand (= change the logo), 
modify the integration, modify the graphical appearance, add features...  
 
If you are not able to customize the mixer by yourself or if you decide it 
afterwards, just contact us. What we can do for you : 
 

- customize the graphical user interface (gui) 
 
- remove the iWebDJ logo and put yours (rebranding) 
 
- give us a picture, we will design your player from it 
 
- add new features or behaviors 
 
- adapt the API for a better integration on your system 
 

 … 
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6. TERMS OF USE  

 
This license allows you to install the iWebDJ mixer on one website exclusively. 
 
This license allow you to remove the logo of iWebDJ, but it would be nice of you if 
you could add a little mention “powered by the iWebDJ mixer” on your site. 
 
This license allows you to use the current latest version of the iWebDJ mixer 
(audio engine V4.9X) exclusively. No free updates are included in this agreement. 
 
All the iWebDJ files (graphical interface, server side scripts, audio engine, music 
browser…) can be used in a project which is related to the iWebDJ mixer and 
which is under this license agreement exclusively.    
 
This license agreement, the files and the use of the iWebDJ mixer are not 
transferable to any third party without a written consent from iWebDJ. 
 
This standard license agreement allows you to use the iWebDJ mixer on a 
webpage with up to a unique ip amount of 200k per month. 
 
iWebDJ is responsible for the bug fixes of the iWebDJ mixer but it is not 
responsible for the bug fixes of the changes you will do by yourself. 
 
The iWebDJ mixer must not be hacked or used in a way which is not intended. 
 
iWebDJ won’t be legally responsible for the use you will do with the iWebDJ mixer 
(music copyright violation, brand copyright violation…). 
 
 
 

7. AGREEMENT MODIFICATION 
 

This license agreement can be modified by mutual agreement.  
 
 

8. CUSTOMIZATION (optional) 
 

iWebDJ will customize the DJ mixer and will do these following modifications…
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9. AGREEMENT TERMINATION 
 

If you don’t respect the terms in this license agreement or if a third party contact 
us because you violate his copyright, iWebDJ is allowed to cancel your license 
and this without any refund. 
 
 

10. FINANCIAL CONDITIONS 
 

This license of the iWebDJ mixer costs … EUR (inside EU) / USD (outside EU) * 
 
* The final price mainly depends of the customization needed by the project.  
The base price for the iWebDJ Mixer alone is 990 EUR / 1290 USD. 
The base price for the all-included DJ contest is 2990 EUR / 3490USD. 
 
If you are a young company with limited resources and if you are nice guys with 
an interesting project, we can eventually apply a discount. 
 
 

11. SIGNATURES 
 

iWebDJ, Online Music Technologies 
Name : Adrien Wurth  
Position : CEO 
Signature :  

You 
Name :  
Position : 
Signature : 

          


